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Mediators, Moderators, and Tests for Mediation

Researchers in industrial and organizational psychology and

organizational behavior are placing increasing emphasis on studying

mediation models in which the influence of an antecedent is

transmitted to a consequence through an intervening mediator. Cases

in point include (a) Job perception studies in which the effects of

work envirornments (antecedents) are transmitted to affective and

behavioral outccmes (consequences) by intervening job perceptions

(mediators) (cf. Brass, 1981; Oldham & Hackman, 1981; Rousseau,

1978a, 1978b; Sutton & Pousseau, 1979); (b) qttrition studies in

uhich the influences of envirornmental events and individual

attributes are transmitted to attrition behaviors via intervening

behavioral intentions to stay or leave (cf. Arnold & Feldman, 1982;

Ham, Katerberg, & Hulin, 1979; Ham & Hulin, 1981; Miller, Faterberg,

& Huin, 1979; Mobley, Hand, Baker, & Meglino, 1979; Mobley, Hbrner,

& Hollingsworth, 1978); and (c) attribution research in leadership,

where the effects of subordinate performance on subsequent behaviors

by the leader toward a subordinate are transmitted by the leader's

attributions of the causes of the subordinate's erfbrmance (cf.

Ilgen, Mitchell, & Fredrickson, 1981; McFillen, 1978; Mitchell &

Kalb, 1981, 1982: Mitchell & Wood, 1980).

At the theoretical level, studies such as these are typically

based on causal models that assume ccmplete mediation as well as

additive and linear causal relations. T illustrate the principles

,.i
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involved, a c'anplete mediation model has the form x -> m ->y,

where x is the antecedent, m is the mediator, and y is the

consequence. The antecedent x is expected to affect the

conseauence y only indirectly through transnission of influence

fram x to y by the mediator m. The indirect transmission of

influence fram x to y via m denotes that a]] of the effect of

x on y is transmitted by m. In causal terminology, this state

of affairs is described z.s "the effect of x on y is completely

mediated by m"; thus the term camplete mediation mcdel. Pssuming

linear and additive causal relations, the ccmplete mediation model

thus predicts that x has a direct effect on in, m has a direct

effect on y, and x is not related directly to y when m is

held constant. If these predictions are empirically confirmed, then

one may infer that the camplete mediation model has been corroborated

and therefore is useful for attempting to explain how x is

related to y throixh the intervening mediator m (James, ulaik, &

Brett, ]9P2). Fxplanation is a matter of elucidating the processes

by which m is a linear, additive function of x, and y is a

linear, additive function of m (Rozelx=, 1956).

This article has tuo objectives, both of %,bich resulted fran

observations that many studies which ostensibly derived fram a linear,

additive, complete mediation model departed from this theoretical

base during empirical orerationalizations of the model and/or

explanations of the results of empirical tests of the model. The

first objective is to discuss campiete mediation models that imply

&A"
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additivity, but take on a distinctly nonadditive flavor in empirical

cperationalizations, empirical tests, and explanations of results. A

case in point is the attribution model of leader behavior proposed by

Green and Mitchell (1979), which is: subordinate performence (x)

-> leader's attributions of the causes of the subordinate's

performance (W) -> leader behavior touard the subordinate (y).

This model appears to assume the x -> m -> y form, where

attributions transmit, additively and linearly, influence from

subordinate performance to leader behaviors. Sane attribution

studies in leadership do indeed maintain an additive, linear,

canplete mediation form, although causes of leaders' attributions

other than subordinate performance are typically included in

investigations (e.g., interdependence of supervisor and subordinate,

see prior references). In other operationalizations, tests, and

interpretations of the canplete mediation model, the attributions are

not treated as simple mediators. Rather, they appear to assume the

role of moderators (Ilgen & Knowlton, 1980; Knowlton & Mitchell,

1980 - see also Goodstadt & Kipnis, 1970; Kirnis & Cosentino, 1969;

Kipnis, Silverman, & Copeland, 1973). For example, empirical

evidence indicates that if poor subordinate performance is attributed

to lack of effort, but not to lack of ability, then the leader is

likely to increase close supervision and decrease support.

Conversely, if poor subordinate performance is attributed to lack of

ability (interpreted here as lack of training and experience), but

not to lack of effort, then the leader is likely to increase support

MA.
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but not close supervision, at least not in the sense of the use of

coercive power (e.g., reprimand the subordinate).

These informative findings imply that the comparative strengths

of attributions to ability and effort serve to moderate the relation

between subordinate performance and leader behavior. This stimulates

the question: Are the attributions also mediators in the sense that

they intervene between subordinate performance and leader behavior

toward the subordinate, as predicted by the Green and Mitchell (1979)

model? An answer to this question is not easily furnished because it

requires that we explore relations between the concepts of mediator

and moderator. In the broader context, of concern are ansuers to

questions such as, "Mist mediation relations be additive?", "May

mediators also be moderators?", "May moderators also assume the role

of mediators?" Exploration of the mediator and moderator concepts

and answers to these and related questions comprise the first

objective of this article.

The second objective is to demonstrate why investigators should

devote more attention to the assumptions for confirmatory (causal)

analysis before conducting confirmatory tests of complete mediation

models. Cbnsider, for example, the job perception and attrition

studies cited at the beginning of this article. Fach of these

studies proposed a verbal, and often graphic, complete mediation

model, which was then tested using analytic procedures typically

associated with exploratory (i.e., correlational) analysis,

'ai.=
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such as hierarchical regression and/or partial correlation. When

methods such as hierarchical regression and partial correlation are

used to test complete mediation hypotheses, it foI]cis that the

methods have asstned the roles of confirmatory tests. It follows

also that, like other forms of ccnfirmatory analysis (e.g., path

analysis), these methods should only be employed after conditions for

confirmatory analysis have been reasonably satisfied. The use of

traditionally exploratory methods to test causal mode]s does not

absolve the researcher fran having to satisfy ccnditions for

confirmatory analysis.

To set a fair stage for discussion, it should be noted that

prior tests of ccmplete mediation Tnode]s in the job perception and

attrition literatures represent initial attempts to advance fram

purely exploratory forms of analysis to confirmatory tests of causal

hypotheses. Furthermore, investigators typically devcted attention

to sane of the conditions for confirmatory analysis, such as

justifying the prestned causal ordering among variables. Our concern

is that these initial and much needed attempts to advance from

exploratory analysis to confirmatory analysis must now be regarded as

inccnplete in the context of recent accunulation of knowledge in

industrial and crganizational psychology regarding all of the

ccnditions that are prerequisite to meaningful confirmatory analysis

(James et al., 1982). Moreover, whereas hierarchical regression and

partial correlation may indeed be used in the confirmatory mode

(Cbhen & Cohen, 1983), these methods are limited in regard to both
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the types of causal models for which they are applicable and the

information they provide (Griffin, 1977).

To illustrate concerns pertaining to conditions for confirmatory

analysis, consider that empirical support for the canplete mediation

model, job environment (e.g., jcb technolcgy) -> job perceptions

(e.g., job challenge) -> -cb satisfaction, is interpreted to mean that

(a) jcb perceptions transmit causal influences from the job

environment to job satisfaction, and (b) individuals experiencing the

same or similar type(s) of envirorments may differ in terms of how

they perceive the job and, therefore, differ in how they respond

affectively to the job (see prior references). Interpretation "a"

denotes that job perceptions covary significantly with betwen-Job

variation in such things as levels of technology, and that

covariation in job perceptions is associated significantly with

covariation in job satisfaction. The empirical data support this

interpretation, which reflects an attempt to enhance explanation of

the processes by uhich job environments influence job satisfaction by

identifying an intervening, perceptual mediator(s).

Interpretation "b" is not a legitimate causal inference because

relevant causes of reliable within-lob variation in job perceptions

(and job satisfaction) are not included in the causal models or tested

empirically. Clearly, if job perceptions and job satisfaction very

reliably within levels of technology, then the intervening job

perceptions are not just tranonJtting Jnfluences from job

________________________________________
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technology to Job satisfaction. Pather, other causes of job

perceptions (end job satisfaction), such as personal attributes and

social influences, will likely have to be invoked to explain the

reliable, within-job variation in job perceptions (see James & Jones,

1980; Kim, 1980; O'Reilly, Parlette, & locrn, 1980; Schmitt, Coyle,

White, & Pauschenberger, 1978; Thomas & Griffin, 19e3). When not

included in a causal model, these other causes are referred to as

unmeasured variables. Given stipulations to be discussed later,

failure to include one or more ummeasured variables in the causal

model results in biased statistical results and erroneous causal

inferences in regard to relations among variables included explicitly

in the causal model (cf. James, 1980).

Unmeasured variable problems are symptamatic of the incamplete

transition fram exploratory modes of analysis to confirmatory modes

of analysis. In the presentation of Objective 2, we will address

these problems and other key conditions required for confirmatory

analysis that must be considered in order to effect a complete

transition fram exploratory analysis to confirmatory analysis. We

will also reccmmend that hierarchical regression and partial

correlation should not be used in place of confirmatory analytic

procedures.

4
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Objective I: An Attempt to Distinguish Betwen Mediators and

MI derators

The first objective of this article is to define mediation and

moderation, and then to ccmpare mediation with moderation. As part

of this process, we shall see that contemporary definitions of

mediation are somewhat misleading and that the distinction between

mediation and moderation can be blurred at both the theoretical and

operational levels of explanation.

Cbntfemrary Definitions

The definition of mediator advanced by Pozebom (1956) for

hypothetical constructs appears to be characteristic of the linear,

additive, coplete mediation models employed in many areas of

psychology and the social sciences. This definition is: m is a

mediator of the probabilistic relation y = f(x) if m is a

probabilistic function of x (i.e., m = f[xJ) and y is a probabilistic

function of m (i.e., fy f[m]), where x, m, and y have different

ontological content (i.e., represent different hypothetical

constructs or latent variables). As discussed earlier, theoretical

operationalizations of mediation are usually based on causal

mediation models, which in shorthand notation assume the form x -> m

-> 1. In addition to the obvious point that a causal order must be

assuned, the typical causal mediation model is based on the premises

that: (a) the f's in n-f(x) and _-f(m) represent linear, additive,
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and recursive (i.e., unidirectional) functions, which in equation

form for deviation sccrepz are m = bx + c and _y 17n + e, where b is a

causal prameter andI e is an error or disturbance, (H) iv transmits

a~ll of the influence of an a-ntecedent x to c, consequence y, which

implies that x and y are indirectly related and that the relation

between x and I vanishes if mn is held constant; and (c) the inclusion

of mv in the mocdel serves to enhance the explanatory power of the

model because mv furnishes substantive explication of how the

antecedent is related to the conseqluence, whAereby "related"

means how x "prcduces", "acts on", or otherw-ise influences y (of.

1975; Heise, 1975; James et Ml., 1982; Kenny, 1979).

With respect to mcderation, a variable z is a mocderator if the

relationship hetween two (or more) other variables, say x and y, is a

function of the level of z. This definition indicates an x byz

interaction, or a nonadditive relation, where y is recqarded as a

probabilistic function of x and z. Specifically, the probabilistic

function is y = f(x, z), the function f bcinq y x + bz+

bI3 ?xz + e for deviation scores and a model linear in the parameters.

The bWs in this function will be reqarded as noncaulsal, statistical

parameters for the present.

if we canipare this definition to the Pozebcxrn (1956) definition

for mediation, it would~ seemi that a number of clear lines of

demarcation exist betueen the terms mediator and moderator. In
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particular, the moderator model is represented by a single,

nonadditive, linear function (although often tested by a hierarchical

process) in which it is desirable to have minimal covariation between

the moderator and both the independent and dependent variables

(Abrahams & Alf, 1972). In oanparison, mediation models must be

represented by at least two additive, linear functions in which it is

desirable to have high degrees of covariation between the mediator

and both the antecedent(s) ad conseauence(s). Use of the terms

independent and dependent in moderator models, and antecedent and

consequence in mediator models, is purposeful and indicates that

moderation carries with it no connotation of causality, although a

causal relation may be moderated (of. Stolzenberg, 1979), whereas

mediation implies at the minimum a causal order, and often additional

causal implications are required to explain how mediation occurred

(these implications are considered later). Because of the causal

overtones in mediation relations, a confirmatory analytic approach is

employed below to illustrate additional issues in moderation and

mediation, although the basic statistical arguments generalize to

exploratory designs.

Moderated Mediation

Things are not necessarily as straightforward as the above

definitional demarcations suggest, one reason being that mediation

relations may involve a moderator, in which case the mediation

Mm
-' I -
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relations cannot be additive. The issues here will be presented by

way of illustration for a self-attribution model based on simplified

and overdramatized abstractions frcin Barrtra (1977, 1978), Jones

(1973), and Weiner (1979). surpose we conduct a strdy designed to

test the profositions that (a) effort attributions mediate the

relation between level of poor performance and degree of intended

persistence for high self-esteem individuals, and (b) ability

attributions mediate the relation between level of poor performance

and degree of intended persistence for low self-esteem individuals.

The proposed causal models are shown in Figure Ia. Individuals are

first given a self-esteem ouestionnaire and then blocked (subgrouped)

into high self-esteems or lcw self-esteems, the criterion for

blocking being ubether an individual scores above or below a

theoretical point on the self-esteem scale. Second, within the high

and low self-esteem blocks, individuals are assigned randonly to five

bogus performance feedback conditions (explained below). Third,

individuals in all five conditions are asked to perform the same,

moderately difficult ta.V',, which reouires mental effort and

approximately 15 minutes to ccmplete. Fourth, following task

canpletion, individuals are given bogus performance feedback implying

that they have failed the task. Degree of failure is varied on an

approximately interval scale (e.g., Cordition 1: 50% of the people

did better than you, ... , Condition 5: 90% of the people did better

than you). Fifth, individuals are asked to make two attributions,

one regarding the degree to which their performance uls due to lack

-. - - -. - . - - - .mi %*^
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of effort, and one recarding the degree to uhich their performance

was due to lack of ability (e.g., 0 = Effort rability] had no effect

on my performance ... 6 = My performance was stronol] affected by

a lack of effort [ability]). ,fter ccrl](tinc the attribution items,

individials are asked to report the extent to which they would now be

willing to yerticipate in a similar task (e.g., 1 = Definitely not

participate ... 3 = Ambivalent abott articipat ion ... 5

Definitely participate). Scores on this scale represent dearees of

"intended persistence". bis is checked emlpirically by conducting a

second task, but we shall use the intended persistence indicator in

order to stay in the parametric realm and thereby not get bogged dcwn

in extraneous statistical issues. Finally, the experiment is ended

by debriefing particilants.

Insert Figure I about here

To demonstrate principles, realizing that dichotomous blocking

on a contintous self-esteem variable is coestionable and that the

relations to be presented are overdramatic, let us suppose that the

results of our study cuA resond to a priori predictions and are as

shown in Figures lb through le. These figures portray regression

slopes associated with relations among raw or deviation scores on the

variables. For high self-esteem individuals, Figures lb and Ic

suggest a tendency to attribute increasing degrees of failure to a

-- j
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steadily increasing lack of effort, but not to ability.

Specifically, scores on effort attributions vary from 2 to 6 and are

associated uith performance feedback (Figure 1b), whereas scores on

ability attributions very r rxicmly betueen 0 ar 1 and are not

associated with performance feedback (Figure Ic). The explanation

for these results is that high self-estein individuals have

confidence in their gbilities and thus are prone to attribute

unexpected failure to an unstable cause such as lack of effort.

Cbntinuinq with hich self-cstecm individuals, Figure Id indicates

that the higher the perceived lack of effort, the more likely the

intended persistence to participate on a second task. The rationale

here is that canparatively stronger effort attributions reflect a

greater imbalance between a positive self-concept and performance

feedback, and therefore a stronger force to correct the imbal ance by

performing successfully on the second task. Finally, inasmuch as

performance was essentially not attributed to ability, ability

attributions are unrelated to intended persistence for high

self-esteam individuals (see Figure le).

In regard to low self-esteem individuals, Figures lb and ic show

that ability, but not effort, attributions are a positive function of

performance feedback. That is, the higher the failure, the stronger

the attribution to lack of ability, for which scores vary fran 2 to 6

(Figure Ic), but scores on effort attributions assume randao values

between 0 and 1 and are unrelated to degree of failure (Figure lb).

Figure le demonstrates that intended persistence is an inverse

___
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function of ability attributions (i.e., the stronger the attribution

to lack of ability, the lowr the intention to participate in the

second task). Effort attributions are not related to intended

persistence (Figure ]d) because performance feedback was essentially

not attributed to effort. The rationale for these relations is that

(a) implied failure is ccnsistent with low self-esteem individuals'

lack of self-confidence, thereby resulting in the performance

feedback -> ability attribution relation, and (b) intent to persist,

which is never high, decreases as attributions to lack of ability

increase because individuals perceive an increasing likelihood of

failure and, as a form of defense, withdraw to protect an already

vulnerable self-concept (cf. Jones, 1973).

Now let us play the game of find the moderator(s) and the

mediator(s). Application of the Pozeboam (1956) definition for

mediation indicates that self-esteen is not a mediator because

self-esteem is not a direct or indirect function of performance

feedback. That is, if x = performance feedback and m = self-esteem,

then self-esteem fails to satisfy the first criterion for mediation

because m f(x). This is clearly the case because self-esteem was

measured before the experiment. Rather, self-estem is a moderator,

which is evident in Figure I because relations between the antecedent

performance feedback conditions and the attributions, and between the

attributions and intended persistence, are contingent on the level of

sel f- esteem.
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function of ability attributions (i.e., the stronger the attribution

to lack of ability, the lower the intention to participate in the

second task). Effort attributions are not related to intended

persistence (Figure ]d) because performance feedback was essentially

not attributed to effort. The rationale for these relations is that

(a) implied failure is ccnsistent with low self-esteem individuals'

lack of self-confidence, thereby resulting in the performance

feedback -> ability attribution relation, and (b) intent to persist,

which is never high, decreases as attributions to lack of ability

increase because individuals perceive an increasing likelihood of

failure and, as a form of defense, withdraw to protect an already

vulnerable self-concept (cf. Jones, 1973).

Now let us play the game of find the moderator(s) and the

mediator(s). Application of the Pozeboam (1956) definition for

mediation indicates that self-esteem is not a mediator because

self-esteem is not a direct or indirect function of performance

feedback. That is, if x = performance feedback and m = self-esteem,

then self-esteem fails to satisfy the first criterion for mediation

because m f(x). This is clearly the case because self-esteem es

measured before the experiment. Rather, self-esteem is a moderator,

which is evident in Figure 1 because relations between the antecedent

performance feedback conditions and the attributions, and between the

attributions and intended persistence, are contingent on the level of

sel f- esteem.

,a
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In contrast, the attributions aF4ear to be mediators. The

attributions have ontolcqical content that differs from performance

feedback and intend(x r-ersistence (and sel f-esteein). There is ar

explicit causal crder in which the attributions occur after

performance feedback ard prior to intended persistence, and,

contingent on the level of self-esteem, the attributions are effects

of performance feedback and causes of intended ersistence. This

suggests that inclusion of the attributions in the model helps to

explain how performance feedback influences intended persistence in

the sense that the attributions specify the processes by which the

influences of performance feedback are transmitted to intended

persistence. Finally, the attribttions are camplete mediators of the

performance feedback, intended persistence relation, again contingent

on the level of self-csteem, which is to say that performance

feedback affects intended persistence only indirectly through the

attributions.

The fact that the mediation relations are contingent on the

level of self-esteem sgcgests the need to amend Pozebocm's (1956)

definition of mediation to include moderation. This is easily

accanplished by mapping the Pozeboan (1956) functional relations into

the relations and acccmpanying functional equations implied by Figure

1, only here we will include the nonadditive relations required by

the self-esteem moderator. The term functional equation refers to

a quantitative statement of the presumed structure of causal

, _ z- I.
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relations among a set of variables in a self-contained system,

whereby self-contained is meant that all relevant causes of an effect

or endogenous variable are incLuded in the equation for that variable

(James et al., 1982; Simon, 1952, 1953, 1977). For the Pozeboam

function n - f(x), we have F f(PF, -;) and A = f(PF, SF), where E =

effort attribttion, PP = rAerformance feedback, SF = se]f-esteem, and

A = ability attribution. he "f" in the functions for E and A

represents a nonadditive, although linear, relation, as seen by the

Inclusion of interaction terms in the follcwing functional equations

for F and A (the variables in these equations and a]] remaining

equations are assumea to be in deviation form).

E = bF PF + bF,SFE + _bF '  (PF x S)+e (1)

A= + + e(2)
- A, PF- -A, SE- -A, (PFxS"E)~ X SE + I 2

The "b's" in Fquations I and 2 represent causal cr structural

parameters. For example, bE, PF in Equation 1 is defined as the

unique amount of change in F brought about by a unit of change In PP.

Given reasonable satisfaction of the assumptions or conditions for

ccrnfirmatory analysis, which are discussed in Cbjective 2, the

structural parameters may be estimated by unstandardized, ordinary

least squares (OS) regression weights. In this sense, the

statistical estimating equations for Equations I and 2 may be thought

of as simple multiple regression equations. Inspection of Figures lb

and ic indicates that estimates of the structural parameters

representing the interactions (i.e., bF, (PFxSE) and bA, (PFxScE))
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will be significant. In other words, the relation between E and PF

is moderated by _F, as is the relation between A and F. (A point

worthy of brief mention is that errors of estimate as wel] as slope

coefficients vary as a function of SE blocks in Figures lb through

le. Technically, heterogeneous errors of estimate would preclude

tests of sloFe -- Gul]iksen & Wilks, 1950).

The salient point here is that moderation may be functionally

involved in the first-stage of a mediation relation, but the

moderator is not a mediator. Specifically, variation in performance

feedback affects only an attribution, but the explanation of the

effects of performance feedback on ability and effort attributions is

contingent on the level of self-esteem. Moderation carries over into

the second-stage of mediation in this model, because the relations

between intended persistence and both effort and ability attributions

are contingent on the level of self-esteem (see Figures Id and le).

Rozeboca's second functional relation for mediated relations, y=

f(m), stated separately for A and E, is IP = f(A,SE) and IP -

fE,SE), where IP = intended persistence, and the functions again

reyresent nonadditive relations. In equation form, the functions

are:

IP =bp, EE + IP, SESE + bIp,(ExSE)(E x SE) + e (3)

IP = bIp, A + _bIp SE + b (A x SE) + e (4)

Like Equations 1 and 2, OIS estimates of the structural

parameters representing the interactions would be significant. This

1
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suggests that the attributions transmit the infltence of performance

feedback to intended persistence and enhance the explanatory power of

the rodel by specifying the processes through which feedback acts on

intentions. Rwnever, such transmission and enhancement is contingent

on the level of self-esteem, and while self-esteem transmits nothing

from feedback to intentions, and thus cannot be a mediator, it

contributes directly to the explanatory powr of the model. It might

also be noted that a single equation for IP could be developed.

Analyses would demonstrate that the equation with the best fit to the

data would involve the first-order interactions b x E _-TP, (ExSF-) Lx E)

and b (AxSF). Interactions involving (AxE) and (PxFxSF)

would be redundant with the first-order interactions using SE as

the moderator.

A final test of the model would consist of ascertaining whether

all of the influence of performance feedback (PF) on IP is

transmitted by the mediating attribution variables. The many options

available for this test, typically referred to as a "goodness of fit

test" or a "test of logical consistency" include an omitted

parameter test (Duncan, 1975; James eta]., 1982; Namboodiri, Carter,

& Blalock, 1975), a disturbance term regression test (James & Jones,

1980), and hierarchical OLS in the confirmatory mode. Given high

correlations between PF and E in the high self-esteem block, and

between PF and A in the low self-esteem block, use of the omitted

parameter test would likely be subject to multicollinearity. 7hus,

the latter two procedures would be the prime candidates for the

I.{
'S j
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goodness of fit test. To illustrate the tse of hjer irchical OL in

the confirmatory mod( , the regxessions jr.icattcd by Fquations 3 and 4

wuld be cornducted and P 2 s estimated. These arec referred to as

2 23 and 2 to indicate estimates bascxi on Fqukations 3 and 4,
-B3 -4

respectively. Next, and (PFxSF) would 1e cded to Fquation 3 as

independent variables, and a new P2 canmputed, which is desigrated
2 2 2

R 3+ .A nonsignificant difference between P. and P3+

would imply that, within the self-esteem blocks, IF is not directly

releted to IP when E is held constant. The key inference would be

that F camipletely mediates the effects of I_ on IP for high

self-esteem individuals. P similar process would be conducted for

Fquation 4, namely __f and (PFx-cF) would be added to Fquation 4 and

_R4+2 computed. A nonsignificant difference between R42 and

R4+2 would confirm the prediction that A canpletely mediates the

influences of PF on IP for low self-esteem individuals. Should

El+ 2 > R32, arid/orP 4+2 > _R4 2 hen at least one of

the predictions based on the causal model has been disconfirmed. The

resulting inference would be that at least one of the mediators is

not a canplete mediator, which is to say that PF has a direct effect

on IP in the high self-esteem block and/or the lcw self-esteem block.

In sun, moderators and mediators have different roles, even

though they may occur jointly in the same model. If one is uilling

to adopt the formal definition of mediator for hypothetical

constructs advanced by Pozeboxm (1956), then specific criteria must

be satisfied before a variable may be designated a mediator. It is

t4d
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particularly important to recognize that m= f(x) and y f(m) not

only assume an explicit causal order, but also imply active causal

processes in hhich m transmits the effects of x to y and, as part of

this transmission process, enhances explanation because it specifies

the processes by which x acts on or produces y. Cn thE other hand,

there is no requirement that mediation relations be additive.

Nonadditive relations require the addition of a moderator for either

the m = f(x) or Y = f(m) relations, or both (as shown here). In this

condition, the moderator is added to the function (e.g., 1P =

f[A, SE]) and "f' is specified as nonadditive. The term moderated

mediation is suggested for such models to denote that mediation

relations are contingent on the level of a moderator.

Poles of Variables in Mediation and Moderation

It follows from the discussion above that mediators are

distinguished from moderators by the operational roles played by

variables in functional relations and equations. A seemingly logical

deduction is that a particular variable can be unambiguously

classified as either a mediator or a moderator. In some, and perhaps

most, cases this is true. In other cases it is false because a

particular variable may assume the roles of both mediator and

moderator in the same model, and even in the same functional relation

and equation. To see how this could occur, suppose we conduct the

same experiment as described above, only this time we randomly assign

individuals to the five performance feedback conditions without

j'
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measurement or blocking on self-esteem. Assuming that high

self-esteem individuals are as likely as low self-esteem individuals

to be randonly placed in each performance feedback condition, we

would find that each attribution variable serves as both a mediator

and a moderator.

Illustrations of the relations are presented in Figure 2.

Figures 2a and 2c show that ability attributions moderate the

regressions of effort attributions on performance feedback and

intended persistence on effort attributions. The rationale here is

the same as that for self-esteem, only here high sel f-esteem

individuals are represented by scores of 0 or 1 on the ability

attribution scale and low self-esteem individuals are represented by

scores equal to or greater than2 on the ability attribution scale.

The salient points are that effort attributions are mediators,

whereas ability attributions are moderators. Cbnsistent with these

points is the observation that an attempt to fit a linear, additive,

mediation model to the relations involving effort attributions,

namely F = f(PEI and IP - f(E), would fail because the errors of

estimate are heteroscedastic in both relations. This is easily seen,

for example, in Figure 2a, where the cluster of points in the

bivariate scatterplot would be roughly triangular if moderation by

ability wre disregarded.

I___ __ ___ __j
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Insert Figure 2 about here

We can now reverse the process,so to speak, and regard effort

attributions as the moderator and ability attributions as the

mediator. As seen in Figures 2b and 2d, the regression of

performance feedback on ability attributions is "significant" for

individuals with scores of 0 and 1 cn the effort attribution scale

(low self-estecm individuals), and "ronsignificant" for individuals

with scores eQual to or greater than 2 cn the effc)rt attribution

scale (high self-esteem individuals). The moderation by effort

attributions carries over to the regression of intended persistence

on ability attributions (Figure 10).

Algebraic expression may help to clarify the points above.

Mapping the Pozeboam (1956) relation m = f(x), amended for

moderation, into the relations above furnishes the follcwing

functional eauations:

Eb PF +b A +b (PFxA) +e (5)
b -E, PF- -E,A- -E,(PFxA)

A b PF +b E+ b (PFx_)+e 6
-P, PF- -A, ~- -A (PFxE)--F+ 6

Figures 2a and 2b denote that OLS estimates of terms

representing the interactions will be significant, thus indicatin

that both A and E assume the functional role of moderator in one of

the equations. Yet, each attribution satisfies the first criterion
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for moderated mediation in the equation in which it serves as an

endcgenous (dependent) variable.

Joint roles as a mediator and as a moderator are even mcre

apparent when Pozebccm's second criterion for a mediation relation, y

= f(m) arended for moderation, is mapped into our example. The

equation is the same for either A or F as a mediator and/or

moderator, and is:

IP blpEE IPA+ IIpb( xA)(ExA) + e (7)

Given that the estimate of b TP,(ExA) is significant, Equation 7 may

be interpreted as (I) the effects of F on IP are contingent on the

value of A( see Figure 2c), or as (2) the effects of A on IP are

contingent on the level of F (see Figure 2d). Ccmbininq the first

interpretation of Fquation 7 with Fquation 5 gives us F as a mediator

and A as a moderator. Ocbmbining the second interpretation of

Equation 7 with Equation 6 gives us A as a mediator and E as a

moderator.

In concluslon, it may be impossible to classify a particular

variable as either a mediator or a mcderator because this variable

may play both roles in a set of simultaneous equations designed to

represent a causal model or system (i.e., quations 5, 6, and 7

represent a set of simultaneous, functional ecations for one causal

system--cf. Simon, 1977). This need not be confusing if one

remembers that it is the role or roles that a variable plays that
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determine ukhether it is a moderator, a mediator, or both. Thus,

applying the definitions for mediation, moderation, and moderated

mediation to the operational role(s) played by a variable in each

functional relation and equation over the set of relations and

equations in a causal system furnishes the basis for ascertaining

whether the variable is a mediator, a moderator, or both a mediator

and a moderator.

Other Amendments to the Functional Definition of Mediation

In addition to moderation, it is necessary to extend the

kozebor (1956) functional definition of mediation to other types of

functional relations. First, there is the question of nonlinearity

in the variables. For exemple, mmay be a linear, additive ftction

of x, but y may be an additive, nonlinear function of m. The

mediation relation takes a form such as m = f(x), 2f(m2), which

may be tested ampirically by applying hierarchical OIS pr,: sdures to

operationalized functional equations (Stolzenberg, 1979.. Secon5,

mediation functions may involve nonrecursive relations, such as x ->

m <=> y, where "<=>" denotes reciprocal causation. The mediation

relation in this case would be m = f(x,y), y= f(m), although

additional exogenous causes of m and y would have to be added before

Empirical tests are possible (cf. James & Singh, 1978). Examples of

tests for mediation in nonrecursive designs are presented in James

and Jones (1980) and Maruyama and McGarvey (1980). Cyclical

recursive designs invclving feedback loops are another possibility,

ja
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such as x-> m -> y -> X, where m = f(x), y= f(m), and x = f(y). The

last term represents a feedback ]cp, with a specified time interval,

from y to x. Fhpiricoa tests of cyclical recursive designs require a

tine-series analysis in which each variable is measured at a distinct

time pericd that reflects the (causal) interval required for

cause-effect relations to stabilize (cf. Heise, 1975; James et al.,

1982; Strotz & Wold, 1971).

Finally, prior discussion has focused on canplete mediation,

where the antecedent x affects the consequence y only indirectly

through the mediator mr. The possibility of partial mediation also

exists. A partial mediation model is usually displayed in one of the

fbllowing two equivalent forms, given that relations are recursive:

x -> m -> y x -> m

y

In these models, x has both a direct effect onyand an indirect

effect ony, the latter being transmitted by in. This indicates that

only part of the total effect of x on I is due to mediation by M_ (cf.

Duncan, 1970, 1975; Heise, 1975; Kenny, 1979). The mediation

function has the form i = f(x), y f(x,m). Analytic procedures for

partial mediation mcdels are overviewed in Aiwin and Hauser (1975).

There are many types of causal mediation relations and models.

- .... h
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Yet, all have the ('aCTryn attribute that the mediator transmits

influence frcm an antecedent to a consequence. The transmission need

not involve all of the influence of the antecedent on the

conseouence, nor need the mediation relation be additive, linear, or

recursive. Ind ed, many possible ccrxitnations exist. Nevertheless,

each combination specifies a particular operational role for each

variable, and mediators are those variables whose operational role

involves transmission of influence. With mediators thus described,

let us now turn to the Question of specification errors in causal

mediation models and tests of causal mediation mcels.

Objective 2: Identifying Specification Errors in Causal Mediation

todel s

A confirmatory test of a causal mediation mcdel is designed to

ascertain whether the model is useful for explaining- how

variables included explicitly in the mcdel occurred and are related

(cf. James et al., 192). Oonfirmatory tests should only be

conducted on wEll-specified" causal models, by which it is meant

that the assumptions or conditions for confirmatory analysis have

been reasonably satisfied. Secificatjon error is the general term

used in confirmatory analysis to indicate that one or more conditions

for confirmatory analysis has (have) not been reasonably satisfied.

In the presentation below, we have selectively focused attention on

specification errors considered to be of major salience in

confirmatory tests of complete mediation models. The discussion is
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presented in the form of stmmary statements, with accompanying

references because space considerations preclude furnishing a

thorough review here. Brief mention is made of additional concerns

in conc]L]inq reparks, with emphasis placed on the need to adept

analytic metheds specifically desiqned for confirmatory analysis.

lb preface our r(lnarks, allow us to reiterate several Mints

made in the introductory ecnmrents to this article. The specification

errors discussed below are symptomatic of an inccnplete transition

fron exploratory analysis to confirmatory analysis in areas such as

job perception and attrition research. The specification errors

became apparent only after knowledoe accumulated concerning all of

the conditions that are prereauisite to meaningful confirmatory

analysis. In a sense, therefore, it is unfair to criticie prior

research on ccmplete mediation models inasmuch as researchers

enplcyed what at the time wes considered a valid paradjqm for causal

analysis. Cn the other hand, a ccmplete transition frcan exploratory

analysis to confirmatory analysis will not be effected until the

specification errors are recognized and subseouently addressed in

future research. Thus, we will point out the specification errors in

prior research, but we shall do so at a general level and in the

interest of identifying the principles involved rather than raising

ad hminem arguments in regard to specific stLlies.

Examples of important specification errors in causal, or

structural, models based on conplete mediation relations of the form

-- A-,
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x -> m -> y include: (a) misspecification of causal order (e.g., the

true nmoiel is m -> x-> y o x -> y -> m); (b) missecification of

causal direction (e.g., the true model is x -> m <=> y); (c) lack of

self-containment, or an unmeasured variables probl]Ti, which is

illustrated below; (d) the arsrned )dditivc, linear relations are

nonadditive, nonlinear, or both; and (e) the mcxiel is uanstable (i.e.,

nonstationary), which denotes that the variables and relations in the

model are subject to severe randan fluctuations or shocks (cf. James

et al., 1982). It is only after (a) the model can be regarded as

not being subject to one or more of these major specification

errors, and (b) the model is shown by confirmatory analysis to have a

good anpirical fit with data, that (c) it is justified to consider

the results of the confirmatory analysis as useful for attenting to

explain how a mediation process occurred (i.e., to make causal

inferences), or to Employ a term such as "causal effect" or its

various euphemisms, such as "determine", "indirect effect",

"influence", and "transmit".

Now consider that many mediation studies in the industrial and

organizational literature and the organizational behavior literaturet begin with verbal, and often graphic, causal models in which

considerable attention is given to causal order and explication of

j mediation processes. Causal relations are typically recursive

throughout the model, although this aprears to be more a matter of

convenience than a ell thought out, defensible case for

unidirectional causation. Attention may or may not be given to
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additivity, linearity, and stability. However, attention is almost

never given to the possibility of misspecification due to a "serious"

unmeasured variables prcblem. By a serious unmeasured variables

p-roblEn is meant that a stable variable exists that (a) has a unique,

norminor, direct influence on an effect (either m cry , or both);

(b) is related at least mcderately to a measured cause of the effect

(e.g., is related to x in the functional eauation for m); and (c) is

unmeasured--that is, is not included explicitly in the causal model

2nd the confirmatory analysis (James, 1980; James et al., 1982).

This is unfortunate because a serious unmeasured variables problerm

precludes confirmatory analysis and the use of causal inference to

attempt to explain mediation processes (cf. Billings & Wroten,

1978; Darlington, 1968; Duncan, 1970, 1975; James et al., 1982; Linn

& Werts, 1969- Simon, 1952, 1953, 1977). In particular, confirmatory

analytic techniques such as path analysis and structural equation

analysis should not be used. If they are used, then, as shown in

many of the references above, estimates of causal parameters and the

ensuing causal inferences will be biased.

It is also the case that procedures typically associated with

exploratory forms of analysis, namely hierarchical OLS or partial

correlation, should not be employed in a confirmatory mcde to test

causal hypotheses or to serve as a basis for cause] inference in the

presence of a serious unmeasured variables prob]en. On the other

hand, a serious unmeasured variables problem does not preclude the

use of hierarchical OLS or partial correlation in an exploratory mode
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as long as the results of the hierarchical or partial correlation

analysis are interpreted in correlational terms witn no causal

overtones. For example, an empirical test of a male! of the form m

f(x), y= f(m), where the f's represent ccvariatior and not causal

relations, may be based en a hierarchical CLS and may show that

P2  s not significantly greater than P2 . This indicates-y. mx --

that inclusion of x adds nothing to the rredjction of y over that

already furnished by m. It may also be shown that P2 Js
-ymx

significantly greater than R2  which denotes tbat m adds

uniquely to the prediction of y in relation to x. Such results

support a correlational form of mediation and an interpretation

such as "the covariation between x and y vanishes if m is

controlled". The results cannot be interpreted causally, such as m

transmits causal influence from x to y or serves to explain bow x and

y are related, unless it can be assumed that the mediation relations

are not subject to a serious unmeasured variables problem. Of

course, use of correlational forms of mediation defeats the main

purpose for developing and testing mediation mcdels (i.e.,

explanation), and is the reason that most mediation mod9els are

presented in the causal mode (Rozebocn, 1956).

Unfortunately, it is often the case in field stixiJes that causal

mediation models with obvious misspeci fications (i.e., unmeasured

variables, unanalyzed reciprocal causation) have been subjected to

goodness of fit tests using hierarchical OIS and/or partial

"- -'i-
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correlation. In the context of present knowledoe, these tests should

be regarded as exploxatory tests of ccrrelational mediation

hypotheses. Instead, these tcstE have been interpreted as

confirmatory tests of causal hypotheses ard iSc ' +o make causal

inferences. In effect, we have an L% wirrartet intertkining of

confirmatory and exploratory procedures, which is evidenced by such

things as the use of beta-weights fran the herarchical CIS analyses

as implicit path coefficients (i.e., the weJqts are interpreted in

terms of iNmortance and utility--cf. arlington, 1968), the use of

partial correlations that tend to zero (by controlling on a mediator)

as evidence that an antecedent bad no "direct effect" on a

consequence, and the use of a significant increment in n2 in
-y.x

relation to P2  to support a causal inference that the

"influence" of x on y is transmitted through the mediator m.

Remember also the example presented in the Introduction to this

article, where unmeasured variables would have to be invoked to

attempt to explain within--ob variation in job rerceptions and job

satisfaction.

In sum, the models, analyses, ar results of many tests of

mediation in the industrial and organizational literature and the

organizational behavior literature do not furnish sufficient evidence

for the causal interpretations offered in Discussion sections. It is

recnnmwnded, therefore, that investigators begin to devote attention

to all of the conditions for confirmatory analysis before

crrducting confirmatory tests on causal mcdels and using the results
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of these tests to st1o'rt causal inferences. A review of the

conditions for confirmatory analysis and causal inference is

presented in James et a]. (19P2). If one or more rmajor sources of

specification error is considerEd viable, then use procedures such as

hierarchical OLS or partial correlation in the exploratory mode and

limit discussion to correlaticnal interpretations. Cn the other

hand, if all sources of missFecification are ccnsidEred and no major

misspecification is considered likely, then confirmatory analytic

tecmiques such as path analysis and structuri] equation analysis

should be used. This is because such technioues furnish (a) a means

to test causal hypotheses that cannot be addressod by correlational

technim.es, such as reciprocal causation; (b) estimates of causal

parameters; and (c) a basis for estimating "indirect effects", a

major concern in mediation analysis (cf. Criffin, 1977). Tb

illustrate the last pint, if a model of the form x -> E -> y is

confirmed, then the path coefficient ]InkinR x tcm (pmx) maybe

multiplied by the path coefficient linkinu R to y (p ), or

pmp. This prcduct reflects the magnitude of the indirect

effect of x cn y. There is no analcoe of this procedure in

hierarchical OLS or partial correlation. On the other hand, we are

not suqgesting that hierarchical OLS and partial correlation have no

place in confirmatory analysis. These methods have limited

applications in the confirmatory mode (Cbhen & Cohen, 1983), an

example being the prior use of hierarchical OTS to test a portion of

the causal hypotheses associated with a nonadditive, ccmplete

.L,. .
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mediation model (Figure 1). The Mint ue wish to emphasize is that

hierarchical OIS and -rtial correlation should not be used in place

of confirmatory analytic methods.

Qlnc]udinq Pmarks

The follcwinq points were develcped. First, mediation is

generally thotxht of in terms of causal mediation, which connotes

transmission of influences fran antecedents to conseouences and an

attempt to explain how antecedents produce consequences. Second,

mediation relations may assume any number of functional forms,

including nonadditive, nonlinear, and nonrecursive forms. Third,

confirmatory analytic techniques furnish the most informative tests

of mediation. Fourth, there is no middle ground between exploratory

(correlational) and confirmatory analysis. Attepts to explain how

mediation processes occur by causal inference reouire well-specified

causal models and Empirically dEnonstrated gcodness of fit between

models and data. Specification errors, such as a serious unmeasured

variables problem or misspecified causal direction, preclude

confirmatory analysis and causal inference. Fifth, and finally, if

causal models are well-specified, then confirmatory analytic

techniques applicable to the model(s) of concern should be employed

to furnish all relevant information (e.g., estimates of causal

parameters, estimates of indirect effects, tests of nonadditivity,

etc.).
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A full treatment of mediation requires consideration of issues

not addressed here. These issues include (a) the use of the

intervening variable form of mediator in experimental analysis

(MacCorquodale & Meehl, 194P; Rozeboai, 1956) and exploratory factor

analysis (Royce, 1963); (b) the use of "mediating mechanisms" to

develop theoretical rationales for causal hypotheses, whereby

mediating mechanism is meant a hypothetical mediator that is not

tested Empirically (James et al., 1982), and (c) micrcnediational

processes, which consist of mediating relations at a finer level of

explanation than that of the model in question (e.g., at the level of

receptor, neural, or muscular mediating processes-Cook & Campbell,

1979). Wnile important, these issues reauire a somehat more

esoteric presentation than the "applied" orientation of this article.

,a-- 1
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Figure Caption

Figure 1. M4diation relations for performance feedback (PF),

effort (E) trtl obility (P) attribttions, and intended mvrsistence

(IP), moderated by self-esteem (HSE = bgb se] -csteen, ISE = low

se] f- esteEcn).

Figure 2. Functional canponents of mediation relations with

ability (A) and effort (E) attributions serving Es bcth mediators

and moderators (PF =erformance feedback; IP intended

persistence).
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